Abstract Interdisciplinarity is increasingly widespread. Many technological frontiers and hotspots are emerging in the intersecting research areas. The existing measurement indexes of interdisciplinarity are mostly based on the co-occurrence of authors, institutions, or references, and most focus on the tendency to interdisciplinarity. This paper introduces a new measurement index entitled topic terms interdisciplinarity (TI) for interdisciplinarity topic mining. Taking Information Science & Library Science (LIS) as a case study, this paper identifies interdisciplinary topics by calculating TI values together with Bet values, term frequency values, and others, and analyzes the evolution of interdisciplinary sciences based on social network analysis and time series analysis. It was found that the intersections of external disciplines and pivots of internal topics for LIS can be identified by the utilization of TI value and Bet values. The research has shown that the TI value can identify interdisciplinary topic terms well, and it will be an efficient indicator for interdisciplinary analysis by being complementary to other methods.
Introduction
With the continuous development and progress of science and technology, related disciplines have shown a trend which is both highly differentiated and highly integrated. On one hand, with deepening research, a discipline is gradually subdivided into several sub-disciplines, and develops in a more specialized and sophisticated direction. On the other hand, knowledge of multiple disciplines is needed to solve many practical problems. This need promotes the cross combination of theories, methods, and technologies among different disciplines, and forms interdisciplinarity. In recent years, the emergence and application of various types of interdisciplinarity have brought new impetus for scientific development, and gratifying progress has been made in the interdisciplinary field to solve many unresolved issues on the scientific frontier. With the emergence of an increasing number of interdisciplinarities and the important roles they have played in knowing and improving the world, the vitality of scientific interdisciplinarity has been fully established.
The interdisciplinary field tends to be the frontier of scientific and technological reach. Therefore, it is of considerable importance to study interdisciplinarity to detect the hotspots of scientific and technological research and new points of development in disciplines. Measuring and identifying interdisciplinary topics is a critical issue. Based on analysis and summary of existing measurement indexes of interdisciplinarity, this study introduces a new measurement index and verifies its effectiveness in interdisciplinary research by empirical analysis.
The status quo of interdisciplinary research at home and abroad
Many scholars at home and abroad have done research on interdisciplinarity, and have achieved fruitful results. However, the current quantitative research on the subject tends to focus on situation analyses of interdisciplinarity, which analyze the interdisciplinary characteristics of one or several disciplines, journals, or researchers, and where research papers and references are mostly the objects of analysis (Porter et al. 2008; Schummer 2004) . Some scholars have also studied interdisciplinarity among different research publications by assessing the cooperation of authors from different disciplines (Qiu 1992) . However, there is still no uniform standard for current measurements of the disciplinary degree. Researchers have adopted the corresponding measurement analysis according to their own understanding of the interdisciplinarity involved. Methods can be categorized as follows:
Interdisciplinary measurement Henry (1973) noted that specific areas of a discipline can be analyzed by a co-citation network of literature and co-citation analysis, which has provided a new way of thinking about interdisciplinary cross-referencing. By using the references of literature from important journals in the field of Library and Information Science, Zhang et al. (2013) made an analysis of interdisciplinarity in this field from aspects of the discipline classification number, distribution and differences. Bjorn (2010) made a statistical analysis of citation topics from various literary journals by citation analysis, compared changing trends in two periods, and measured interdisciplinarity in a discipline by citation topics. On the basis of the intersection of standardized topic keywords, Min and Sun (2014) drew a dendrogram and strategic diagram of cross keywords; they discussed the internal relations and development context of interdisciplinary research hotpots by using cluster analysis and strategy analysis introduced from quantitative angles, and combined these with an adhesion index named by clustering class groups. Based on the problem of overlapping community recognition in the interdisciplinary fields, Li et al. (2013) mined the cross-research topics between Information Science & Library Science (hereafter referred to as LIS) and computer science by using a complex network discovery tool named CFinder, which made an analysis of the cross-research topics by a visual display of clustering and overlapping social networks between these two disciplines. Zhang et al. (2011) undertook empirical research on interdisciplinarity by recently analyzing 10 years of literature from the domestic core journals of LIS and computer science, constructed the network of both authors and literature based on citation relationships, and further discussed the crossdisciplinary relationships between the research studies in these two disciplines. Taking LIS as a case study, Xu et al. (2014) explored the topic features of LIS by a complex network analysis, the mutual influence among disciplines (which is closely related to LIS), and the development trend of interdisciplinarity by combining a discipline overlay and double overlay.
Interdisciplinary measurement index
Single index measurement Chang and Huang (2012) analyzed the interdisciplinarity of LIS by the Brillouin index, proved its validity for measuring interdisciplinarity, and drew the conclusion that the interdisciplinary level of LIS has strengthened. Morillo et al. (2001) proposed a series of bibliometric indicators to measure interdisciplinarity and conducted empirical research in the field of chemistry. By using the COC index, Hurd (1992) measured the interdisciplinary level of research fields conducted by university scientists. From the perspective of subgroups of network condensing, Yu et al. (2013) used the research tool of an overall network named UCINET to detect the interdisciplinary degrees between LIS and other disciplines according to the size of the density of condensing subgroups. Porter and Chubin (1985) used citations outside category as an indicator of cross-disciplinary research activity, and results suggest the citations outside category can be a quite informative bibliometrie measure. Lariviere and Gingras (2010) took the proportion of references which belong to other disciplines in a measured single paper as an interdisciplinary measurement. Porter and Rafols (2009) proposed the integration coefficient as a new index of measuring interdisciplinarity, combing through the discipline information, discipline concentration, interdisciplinary distance, and many other parameters in the references.
Multi-index measurement Tang (2004) measured the interdisciplinary characteristics of LIS by two indicators: COC and BI. Leydesdorff and Rafols (2011) measured the disciplinary characteristics of journals by using the Gini coefficient, entropy indicator and Rao-Stirling indicators. Using the Web of Science database, Leydesdorff et al. (2013) obtained the science overlay of global journals by using Vosviewer software and combining it with the community fast-recognition algorithm of Blondel, and made measurements by using the Rao-Stirling's ''quadratic entropy.'' The aggregated journaljournal citation matrix was transformed into a cosine-normalized similarity matrix both in the being-cited and the citing directions to measure interdisciplinary. Yang et al. (2009) conducted research on the construction of an interdisciplinary measurement index system, based on the discipline category of the authors' institution, the target documents and references; they took multi-disciplinary degrees, professional degrees, interdisciplinarity, and cooperation as measures of interdisciplinary indexes, and proved the validity of the above four indexes in measuring the degree of interdisciplinarity by empirical analysis. Li et al. (2011) analyzed authoritative journals of internal disciplines by calculating their point of centrality, feature vector and power index, and explored how important journals act as a bridge among different disciplines by calculating the intermediate centrality and middleman analysis etc. of each journal in the citation network from different disciplines. Guo et al. (2015) divided the quantitative research of Scientometrics (2016) 106:583-601 585 interdisciplinarity into measurement indexes and visualization, and made an empirical study of interdisciplinary measurement on the journal articles in the field of LIS (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) , using five indexes, including Rao-Stirling, information entropy, the mediation center, network density and network core degrees, and interdisciplinary overlay. Guo et al. (2015) also divided the attribute of interdisciplinary measurement into disciplinary diversity and cohesion, and used three kinds of measurement index: disciplinary diversity indicators, disciplinary cohesion indicators and comprehensive measurement indicators. They also pointed out that the practical research of the current interdisciplinary measurement could be divided into three categories: the statistical measurement, the indicators based on social networks analysis, and comprehensive measurement according to a variety of indicators. The existing measurement indexes of interdisciplinarity are mostly based on the coexistence of authors, institutions, or references and most of these focus on research into the trend of interdisciplinarity. Although it is important to research the interdisciplinary trend to recognize the direction of a discipline's development and extent of knowledge integration, identifying interdisciplinary topics is more important in order to identify the frontiers of science and technology. Thus this paper presents a new measurement to identify and predict interdisciplinary topics.
Measurement indexes and research methods

Indexes of TF, TF-IDF and TI
Term frequency (TF) is the number of times a particular keyword appears in a document; the higher the TF value is, the more frequently the keyword appears.
Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is a weighting technology which is usually used in information retrieval (Wei 2010) . It is a statistical method based on word frequency, and is applied to assess the importance of a particular keyword in a document. The higher the TF-IDF value is, the more important the particular keyword will be. The importance of a topic term is proportional to the times it appears in a document, while it is inversely proportional to the TF in a document collection.
The main characteristic of interdisciplinary topic terms considered in this study is having a high degree of discipline distribution: topic terms with a high level of interdisciplinarity should appear in many disciplines. Moreover, the important topic terms of interdisciplinarity should have accumulated to a certain frequency. These two factors can be considered to convey multi-objective optimization. To highlight multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary features of interdisciplinary topics, cumulative frequency is conducted with logarithmic transformation, deriving the TI value of each topic term. The topic terms with high TI values are potential interdisciplinary topics. The calculation of TI is shown in the formula:
where, d is the distribution of topic terms and tf represents the term frequency. TI is a measurement of interdisciplinary degrees for topic terms. High TI values indicate high degrees of interdisciplinary topic terms among disciplines.
Social network analysis method
Social network analysis can help individual relationships and ''micro'' networks combine with the ''macro'' structure of massive social systems by studying network relationships. Therefore, social network analysis is a kind of quantitative analysis by mathematical method, graph theory and so on (Liu 2009) . A sub-network is a local network which consists partly of nodes and the adjacent edges of these nodes; the density of the connected adjacent edge of internal nodes is greater than that of other sub-network nodes (Shen 2007 ). Newman and Girvan (2004) proposed a method of network segmentation based on ''betweenness'' (referred to as GN algorithm). The betweenness adopted by GN algorithm is used to calculate the sum of weighted values of an adjacent edge through which one node in the network reaches another.
A great number of positions occupied in the network by an actor represents high betweenness centrality and there will be more actors that need to connect with others through it (Luo 2005) . Betweenness centrality, referred to as a Bet index in this paper, was first proposed by Freeman who thought that it was a measurement of centrality for a node in the network to other point pairs of points (Freeman 1977) . Betweenness centrality is used to measure the position where a node is embedded in the network. The node of great betweenness centrality tends to get relatively important, varied and timely information or knowledge (Luo et al. 2002) , and it will have an information advantage and a degree of control over resources. The node with a high degree of betweenness centrality is usually located in the hub of a network.
The index of correlation analysis in TI series
To show the relationships and differences among TI index, TF index, and Bet index, this paper defines the indexes as follows:
TI-S index is the coverage of topic terms with high TI values in the co-occurrence network diagram of high-frequency term-discipline. A TI-S index can show the differences between topic terms identified by TI values and those identified by a traditional cooccurrence network identifying method. The formulation of TI-S is shown in the Eq. (1):
where, a is the number of topic terms with high TI values in the co-occurrence network of term-discipline and b represents the total amount of topic terms with high TI values. TI-Bet index is the coverage of topic terms with high TI values to the pivots in cooccurrence networks of high-frequency terms. The formulation of TI-Bet index is shown in the Eq. (2):
where, c is the number of topic terms with high TI values and Bet values occurring in both co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms and co-occurrence network of high-frequency-term disciplines, k represents the number of topic terms with high Bet values in the co-occurrence network of frequency terms. Bet-TI index is the coverage of the structure pivots in co-occurrence networks of highfrequency terms to topic terms with high TI value. TI-Bet index and Bet-TI index reflect Scientometrics (2016) 106:583-601 587 the differences between TI value and Bet value in identifying interdisciplinary topics. The formulation of Bet-TI index is shown in the Eq. (3):
All three indexes numerical range above shall not exceed one, the lower index value show the bigger differences among TI index, TF index, and Bet index.
The empirical analysis Data sources
The research papers from the field of LIS are the measurement data in this study. The SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, CPCI-S, CCR-EXPANDED in the Web of Science and IC citation index database selects and makes use of topic classification in the Web of Science via a search strategy: WC = Information Science & Library Science, which selected the article type to retrieve the articles from 2001 to 2014 on the date 07/25/2014, thus obtaining 37,769 records. The annual number of records is shown in Table 1 .
The similarity analysis of TF, TF-IDF and TI
In this paper, we generated topic terms from the titles and abstracts of the records. First, we obtained the topic phrases by implementing the natural language processing provided by the Thomson Data Analyzer (TDA). Second, we adopted the topic clusters acquisition method presented by Porter et al. (2008) , and merged the topic phrases into preliminary clusters by using the TDA cleanup tool and combining commands based on word form similarity. This step can help remove stop words as well as a large number of irrelevant words. Third, under the participation of domain experts, we merged the semantically identical topic terms, and finally obtained the topic terms used for index computations and co-occurrence analysis.
The high-frequency keywords, words with high TF-IDF, and topic terms with high TI (TOP300) were produced and the Jaccard similarity compared among these three indexes. The calculation method can be seen in this formula Timing diagram of the three indexes can be formed according to Jaccard similarity. As can be seen from Fig. 1 , both the similarities between TI and HF, and TI and TF-IDF are lower than those between HF and TF-IDF. Therefore, more topic terms, which are different from frequency words and TF-IDF, can be achieved by using TI for interdisciplinary topic mining in this paper. In addition, the similarity among the TI, HF, and TF-IDF in LIS shows a downward trend, and the similarities between the TI and HF, and TI and TF-IDF drops are especially obvious. HF reflects the total times topic terms appeared, TF-IDF values embody the importance of topic terms for the internal discipline, and TI values are more focused on the distribution of topic terms and degrees of interdisciplinarity. With the low similarity of both TI and HF, and TI and TF-IDF, it can be presumed that there are great differences among interdisciplinary keywords, high-frequency words, and TF-IDF words in the field of LIS, and such a result is more likely to highlight the low-frequency words that have high degrees of interdisciplinarity. The similarity of both TI and HF, and TI and TF-IDF is declining annually, indicating that there will be more topic terms of interdisciplinarity to be identified by TI values, which can further help to speculate that new research topics have been introduced in the field of LIS, and interdisciplinary relationships have been continually established with other disciplines.
During data analysis, the accuracy of the calculated similarity is closely related to the number of topic terms. As shown in Fig. 1 , in 2014 the similarities jumped dramatically, probably because we retrieved the records by 7/25/2014, thus causing some lack of data, which resulted in inaccuracy of the similarities that year.
The indexes of correlation analysis in TI series
By calculating the TI-Bet and Bet-TI value of these 4 years (see Table 2 ), the TI-S indexes from 2007 to 2013 showed a downward trend, indicating that the differences between topic terms with high TI and those identified by the traditional co-occurrence network identifying method are growing. Table 2 shows that not all topic terms with high TI value are the pivots in a network of high-frequency terms, nor do all the pivot nodes in the network of high-frequency terms have high TI values. This stems from the fact that the size of the TI value reflects the interdisciplinary level of topic terms. The bigger the TI value is, the more disciplines this topic term will link to and the more it will become the intersection among disciplines. The value of Bet reflects the centrality level of a topic term in disciplines. The bigger the Bet value is, the more topic areas the topic term will link, and it will become the pivot among topics in disciplines. However, in these 4 years, the coverage of high-frequency topic terms in a network of high-frequency terms is over 25 %, and the coverage of pivots in networks of highfrequency terms is over 20 % among topic terms with high TI values. This indicates that the external topic terms of interdisciplinarity and the internal topic terms of cross-topics are not completely the same-there exist certain similarities. It also shows that the topic terms with high TI values can be both intersections of external disciplines and pivots of internal disciplines. Therefore, TI index and Bet index can complement each other, and become useful indexes for interdisciplinary analysis.
Analysis of interdisciplinary topics
The co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms and the co-occurrence network of highfrequency-term disciplines can provide effective ways to identify interdisciplinary topics. This paper generates these two visualization networks by performing the following steps.
Co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms
First, use the matrix analysis function provided by TDA to generate the co-occurrence matrix of the top 300 high-frequency terms. Second, adopt UCINET to map the cooccurrence network of high-frequency terms, in which topic terms are represented by highfrequency terms, and the co-occurrence frequency threshold is set to 10 times or higher. Third, use the GN algorithm in UCINET to divide the network into sub-networks. Finally, the annual topics of LIS are interpreted and decided by domain experts, considering the betweenness centrality of each node and the co-occurrence relation intensity among nodes.
This study selected appropriate standards and algorithms based on the above data and finally obtained the sub-network. Therefore, this sub-network can be seen as an significant topic network in this field, i.e., the important sub-network.
Co-occurrence network of high-frequency-term disciplines
First, extract disciplines from the text data of records collected, and build the co-occurrence matrix of high-frequency term disciplines by utilizing the TDA matrix analysis function. Second, adopt UCINET to map the co-occurrence network of high-frequency 2007, 2009, 2011, and 2013 to analyze the interdisciplinary topics.
In order to facilitate the reader to understand the 3 TI indicators, this article has respectively selected top 20 terms with high-frequency value, high Bet value and TI Value of LIS in 2013 to illustrate the computational results (see Table 3 ). Take Social media* as an example, the terms frequency value is 112 and ranks the second, the Bet value is 908 and ranks the sixth, and the TI value is 25.04 and ranks the first. Take social networks* as another example, the terms frequency value is 94 and ranks the eighth, the Bet value is 1204 and ranks the second, and the TI value is 24.56 and ranks the second. Obviously, the term frequency (TF) values, the Bet value and the TI value can reveal different information in interdisciplinary topics mining.
The interdisciplinary analysis of LIS in 2007
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms occurring in 2007 can be divided into the following sub-networks: ''complex networks,'' ''technology application,'' ''open access,'' ''journal evaluation,'' ''digital library,'' ''document service,'' ''bibliometrics,'' ''information management,'' ''information technology,'' ''information retrieval,'' ''information science,'' ''citation analysis,'' ''user information,'' and ''knowledge management.'' The most important sub-network among them is ''information retrieval,'' which connects five sub-networks and is the core of the entire co-occurrence network. In addition, ''information management'' and ''bibliometrics'' are also important sub-networks. ''Document service'' is an edge network, for it exists independently outside of the network and there is no sub-network connecting to it. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , in 2007 the interdisciplinary disciplines of LIS are as follows: history of social science, computer science (interdisciplinary applications), computer science (information systems), and management. The history of social science has the closest relationship with information science in knowledge exchange. There is cooperation and communication between management and information science, but the partnership is weak.
The topic terms with high TI value and Bet value occurred in two co-occurrence networks, which include information retrieval, information management, bibliometric analysis, information technology, information system, and so on. Information technology is not only the intersection of information science and four disciplines: library science, history of social science, computer science (information system), and management, but the pivot point of three topic areas: ''technology application,'' ''information technology,'' and ''information science.'' Information retrieval is the pivot of ''digital library,'' ''information science,'' ''information retrieval,'' and ''users research'' and the intersection of library science, history of social science and computer science (information system) for information science.
The interdisciplinary analysis of LIS in 2009
As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the co-occurrence network of the high-frequency terms that occurred in 2009 can be divided into the following sub-networks: ''user information,'' ''egovernment,'' ''complex networks,'' ''technology application,'' ''open access,'' ''digital library,'' ''text categorization,'' ''bibliometrics,'' ''information service,'' ''information management,'' ''information technology,'' ''information retrieval,'' ''information system,'' ''information literacy education,'' ''academic library,'' ''citation analysis,'' and ''knowledge management.'' The most important sub-network is ''user research,'' which connected nine topic networks and is the core of the collinear network. In addition, both ''open access'' and ''information management'' are important sub-networks; ''e-government'' and ''information literacy education'' are edge networks because of their independence from the large network.
According to Fig. 5, in 2009 , the interdisciplinary disciplines of LIS are as follows: computer science (interdisciplinary applications), computer science (information systems) and management. Computer science has the closest relationship with LIS in cooperation, and the strength of the knowledge exchange is enhanced between management and LIS.
The topic terms with high TI values and Bet values occurred in two co-occurrence networks that included user satisfaction, open access, information management, citation data, information technology, information system, complex network, communications technology, classification technology, bibliometrics, and semantic relationship technology. User satisfaction is not only the intersection of library science, computer science (information system) and management, but the pivot of the nine topic areas: ''user research,'' ''the practice of technology application,'' ''open access,'' ''digital library,'' ''information service,'' ''information technology,'' ''information retrieval,'' ''information science,'' and ''academic library''. Bibliometric analysis is the pivot of ''bibliometrics,'' ''information retrieval,'' and ''citation analysis,'' and the intersection of LIS and three disciplines: library science, computer science (interdisciplinary application), and computer science (information system).
The interdisciplinary analysis of LIS in 2011
As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the co-occurrence network of the high-frequency terms that occurred in 2011 can be divided into the following sub-networks: ''Web 2.0,'' ''technology application,'' ''competitive intelligence,'' ''open access,'' ''scientific cooperation,'' ''journal evaluation,'' ''information service,'' ''information behavior,'' ''information technology,'' ''information retrieval,'' ''academic evaluation,'' ''academic library,'' ''citation analysis,'' and ''knowledge management.'' Information technology is the most important sub-network, which is at the core of the network and connected to three sub-networks. Both ''technology practice'' and ''citation analysis'' are also important sub-networks. In 2011, the density of sub-networks in the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms is not close and there several edge networks appeared, such as ''Web 2.0 technology,'' ''information service,'' ''information behavior,'' ''information retrieval,'' and ''academic library.'' As can be seen from Fig. 7 , in 2011 the interdisciplinary disciplines of LIS are as follows: computer science, business administration and economics, and arts and humanities. Arts and humanities have the closest cooperation relationships with LIS. Furthermore, cooperation and communication were enhanced for information science with business management and economics in 2011.
The topic terms with high TI values and Bet values occurred in two co-occurrence networks that included information technology, user acceptance, and information systems. Information technology is not only the intersection of four disciplines: library science, computer science, business management and economics and arts and humanities, but also the pivot of three topic areas: ''technology practice,'' ''competitive information,'' and ''information technology.''
The interdisciplinary analysis of information science in 2013
According to Fig. 8 , the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms that occurred in 2013 can be divided into the following sub-networks: ''competitive intelligence,'' ''open access,'' ''scientific cooperation,'' ''journal evaluation,'' ''social network,'' ''network application,'' ''bibliometrics,'' ''information behavior,'' ''academic evaluation,'' ''academic library,'' ''user information,'' ''semantic analysis,'' ''knowledge management,'' ''public library,'' and ''information resources.'' The most important sub-network is ''user research,'' which is the core of the network and connects three topic areas. There also existed an edge network, namely, ''network application,'' ''semantic analysis,'' ''public library,'' and ''information resources.'' They are independent from the entire network as none are connected with these four sub-networks. As the most important pivot nodes in the network, information technology, information system, digital library, information retrieval, information science, and social network existed as independent pivots without being included in any sub-network. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , in 2013 the interdisciplinary disciplines of information science are as follows: computer science, business management and economics, medical informatics, and health care science and service. Computer science has the closest cooperation relationships with LIS, reflecting the high strength of knowledge exchange between these two disciplines. Both medical informatics, and health care science and services enhanced cooperation with LIS in 2013.
The topic terms with high TI values and Bet values occurred in two co-occurrence networks that included user acceptance, information technology, information retrieval, information system, social network, knowledge sharing, and social media. User acceptance is not only the intersection of information science with library science, computer science, and business management and economics, but the pivot connected to the topic area of ''user research'' with two networks: information retrieval and information technology. As the pivot nodes of high-frequency terms that are not included in any topic area, the four nodes of information technology, information retrieval, information system, and social network are also connected to three disciplines: LIS, computer science, and business management and economics.
Time series analysis of topics
The change of sub-networks in the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms for LIS can be seen by comparing the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms in 2007, Fig. 8 Co-occurrence map of high-frequency terms of 2013 2009, 2011, and 2013 ; apparently the sub-networks are changing every year in the LIS field. Even for the same sub-network, the sub-networks it connects will also change, suggesting that LIS is a topic with continuous internal development, mainly embodied in the following aspects:
Steady existence of important sub-networks The two sub-networks of ''knowledge management'' and ''open access'' exist throughout, indicating that the researchers of LIS have paid considerable attention to the two topics in recent years.
The disappearance of the original sub-networks From the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms in the field of LIS, we can see that ''document service,'' ''e-government,'' ''text categorization,'' ''information literacy education,'' and ''Web 2.0 technology'' are the specific sub-networks in the years they occurred, indicating that these topic areas were the hotspots of LIS at that time. ''Complex network,'' ''digital library,'' ''information management,'' and ''information science'' appeared in 2007 and disappeared after 2009 , indicating that they were research hotspots from 2007 to 2009 for LIS, but the importance of these topics has been reduced since 2009. Although ''information technology,'' ''information retrieval,'' ''citation analysis,'' and ''the practice of technology application'' only appeared from 2007 to 2011, it can be seen that they occupied the pivot position of the co-occurrence network without forming topic areas with other topic terms from the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms in 2013. They also represented the core of research in the field of LIS in recent years.
The recovery of disappeared sub-networks From the co-occurrence network of highfrequency terms from 2007 to 2013, ''users research,'' ''journals evaluation,'' and ''bibliometrics'' have disappeared since their appearance in 2007, and reappeared in 2013, indicating that these topic areas were once LIS hotspots. As interdisciplinary research changed, their importance decreased, but they are still LIS research foci. In this paper, we assume that the importance of sub-networks is relative. A sub-network that appeared in the overall network must exceed certain thresholds for drawing a map, and this sub-network can be seen as an important topic area in LIS. According to time series analysis, some sub- networks exist all the time. Therefore, the disappearance and reappearance of these three sub-networks, i.e., ''users research,'' ''journals evaluation,'' and ''bibliometrics'' suggests that they were not always LIS hotspots. One reason for this may be the decline of academic attention from 2009 to 2011. Yet another reason may be that academic circles paid more attention to sub-networks other than these three, causing attention to these topics to drop under certain thresholds and disappear from the network temporarily.
The emergence of new sub-networks From the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms in LIS from 2007 to 2013, ''academic library,'' ''competitive information,'' ''scientific cooperation,'' ''information behavior,'' ''academic evaluation,'' ''semantic analysis,'' ''network application,'' ''public library,'' and ''information resources'' have existed since their initial appearance, indicating that these topic terms have gradually become the focus for LIS research. Specifically, the emergence of competitive intelligence, semantic analysis, public library information resources, and network application all represent the hotspots of LIS in recent years, leading to rapid development in the LIS field.
Edge topic networks are increasing every year From another angle, the increase of edge topic networks shows that new research topics appear in the field of LIS. These new topics are usually interdisciplinary topics, which have weak relationships with traditional topics of LIS, such as bibliometrics and information retrieval, but they may become research hotspots in the future.
The evolution of interdisciplinary sciences with LIS
In comparisons of the discipline co-occurrences in LIS in the 4 years of 2007, 2009, 2011 and 2013 , interdisciplinarity has shown a dynamic change. The disciplines closest to LIS have been changing every year. Even in the same discipline, the cooperation intensity has been changing every year, which indicates that the knowledge of more disciplines has been integrated and applied by researchers to developing the LIS. Specific performances were as follows:
The stable existence of focus interdisciplinary science Computer science has been the focus for the cooperation and exchange of LIS. In cooperation intensity, it was weaker in 2011 than in the other 3 years. In cooperation breadth, branches of cooperation existed between LIS and the sub-disciplines of computer science, namely, information systems and interdisciplinary research in 2007 , cooperation had already spread to the entire field of computer science, indicating that the intensity and breadth of cooperation between LIS and computer science have improved.
The weakening of interdisciplinary science Cooperation existed between the field of management and LIS in 2007 and particularly in 2009, and relationships of high-density cooperation have been established. However, it has been gradually weakened since then, and disappeared in the co-occurrence network of high-frequency-term disciplines in 2011 and 2013. High-density cooperation existed in 2007 between the history of social science and LIS, but it has also weakened. In 2011, arts and humanities had a high-intensity relationship with information science, but the relationship has gradually weakened since 2011. These signs indicate that some disciplines had relationships of high-intensity cooperation for a certain period of time, but the relationships were not stable.
The enhancement of new interdisciplinary science The cooperation between management, economics and LIS was enhanced in 2011, and the cooperative relationship was still maintained in 2013, indicating that this discipline will become a new focus of cooperation with LIS. The cooperation in medical informatics, and health care science and service with LIS was enhanced in 2013. This suggests that the knowledge source areas of LIS have gradually been extended to other new disciplines and there will be more interdisciplinary sciences.
The change of topic terms with high TI value and high Bet value occurred in two networks
Identifying the topic terms with high TI value and high Bet value that occurred in both the co-occurrence network of high-frequency terms and co-occurrence network of high-frequency-term disciplines in the 4 years, shows that the intersection of external disciplines and pivots of internal topics have been dynamically changed. This is especially so for the focus intersections and pivots of discipline, and indicates that LIS is an evolving discipline. Both the research focus of internal disciplines and intersection of external disciplines are changing every year. The performances are as follows:
The stable existence of focus topic terms with high TI values and high Bet values Information technology and information systems have been both the intersections of LIS with other disciplines and the pivots of topic areas in LIS.
The disappearance of existing topic terms with high TI values and high Bet values As both intersections of external disciplines and pivots of internal topics, user satisfaction, open access, reference data, complex network, communications technology, classification technology, and semantic analysis were the specific topic terms in the year they occurred. The appearance of new topic terms with high TI values and high Bet values Some topic terms, such as the level of user acceptance, social network, knowledge sharing, and social media, are the intersections of external disciplines and pivots of internal topics in recent years; they indicate possible interdisciplinary areas in the future for LIS.
According to the topic terms with high TI values and high Bet values, it can be concluded that the important areas of future interdisciplinary for LIS mainly include information technology, information system, information retrieval, user acceptance, social network, knowledge sharing, and social media.
Conclusion
In this study, the TI index series is proposed to discover the interdisciplinary topic terms. Using LIS as a case study, TI indexes were calculated and sorted. The interdisciplinary level in information science was also analyzed and studied using the combined methods of social network analysis and time series analysis. It was found that the intersections of external disciplines and pivots of internal topics for LIS can be identified by the utilization of TI value and Bet values. Through the analysis of discipline intersections and topic pivots, we can predict that LIS will have cooperative relationships with these disciplines. This suggests that TI analysis can be complementary to pivots and can become a useful index to analyze interdisciplinarity. In addition, it can be inferred that the proposed indicators and research methods not only can be applied to study the interdisciplinary level in LIS, but also can be used to examine other disciplines. The TI value is easy to calculate and understand which makes it widely usable in the study of interdisciplinarity.
Dr Hua, an professor of Information Management at Peking University, said under the prevalence of interdisciplinary study, it was of great significance to describe relationships among disciplines by using interdisciplinary topics. However, he said, the different features of the TI index when measuring different types of topics, such as theory, method, technique and application, should be further discussed in the future. Dr Xu, an associate research fellow at the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China, said it was a vey interesting research for recognizing interdisciplinary and some results met his intuition. For example, computer science had the closest cooperation relationship with LIS. He added that the definition of TI index was consistent with the main characteristics of interdisciplinary, so in his opinion the method described might be a good way for identifying interdisciplinary research frontiers.
As this paper only uses LIS as a case study, and involves empirical research on the interdisciplinary level based on the TI index, the promotion of its conclusion still needs further discussion. Therefore, research areas should be expanded, and the interdisciplinary level in different areas should be analyzed by the TI index to verify its versatility and effectiveness.
The interdisciplinary analysis based on topic term analysis in this study is different from those based on citation analysis. Interdisciplinary analysis based on topic term analysis can certainly reveal the topic content of different literatures. The combined use of topic term analysis and citation analysis is likely to better reveal the interdisciplinary topics, and this is a direction for future research.
